
failure; they express facts, acceptable, inevitable, perhaps 
joyous facts. Deliverance comes with end. The ending is all, 
Time shapes death; love takes for his trick (or turn) Cadaver's 
hunger (happy Cadaver now); as you, head and heart, take the 
kissproof world, Inevitably, "Everything ends, .... The actions' 
end." 

We may stop short of evaluating the metaphysics of the poem 
at this time, content that the narrator's struggle, which is 
the reader's stake in this poem, has been brought to a succe.ss
ful conclusion, Though it is perhaps true that the poem asks 
us to work harder than some other poems ask us, we discover 
upon our entrance that the poem has significant concerns which 
for their development need the externally difficult form. We 
discover ironically that the imposing structure erected by the 
poet was all along meant to be burgled. 
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Fellowship: To Chaucer 

Put thirty upri 6ht citizens on thirty horses and send them 
from Tacoma to Savannah; by Salt Lake City three will be 
murdered, four divorced, and six will have left in a huff, 
Crossing Kansas, there will be two lawsuits, a rape and a 
lynching, In Illinois, the police, the mayor and the minister 
from Vandalia will arrive to disband the rest of the group, 
with the exception of two Swedish Lutherans who never having 
been formally introduced, have not spoken a single word, and 
will proceed without incident to Georgia where they will 
promptly commit suicide in the Atlantic, out of painful 
regret that never having been introduced, they missed good 
sport and a fine lynching in Kansas. 

Geoffry, you would tell me it is madness for a man to hate 
his own age, that even the Pardoner who was no worse than 
General Franco, was a man who could be loved into salvation, 
that the black plague was after all as deadly as Hiroshima 
and lakes bubbling with mercury, that mad kings devoured 
tiny countries for sport, and I would say yes Geoffry. 

But now after these many years I know why we have invented 
the automobile and I will tell you; your fellowship was of 
the horse who sweats and shits and thrashes flies with his 
tail; Alice's tits bounce as she jabbers, and when it rains 
men get wet. 

I am sealed in my Chevrolet like the powder in a bullet 
darting over ribbons of stone while the heart hummed into 
obedience imitates the pistons and rises and falls with 
such seductive regularity that it is transformed into boil
ing steel; this wheel like a trigger grows up my arms, eat
ing the fingers nail by nail until it grasps my shoulders 
with the loving embrace of an evangelist. Here I am safe; 
I cannot be gotten. Do they speak to me? Up with the radio
give me music. Do they touch me? One scratch and I will 
ignite my pistons and crush you, I will eat like an amphib
ious animal, surfacing for seconds to gulp the air, then 
plunging back into the watery darkness for days--for years. 

The Coonipeepees who always live in Canterbury, for their 
whole life is a sacred journey from relic to relic, from 
stone to bark to water, when shown an automobile leaped 
up on it wildly and masturbated. Harry Bailey, had he the 
Pardoner's balls, W)Uld lock them in the cubby hole, and 
choose again his horse. 
Since you died, Geoffry, or shortly thereafter, a man 
has had to go mad to go to Canterbury, and ride a horse. 

WILLIAM HOLM 
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